Cloud computing has emerged as a promising platform for large scale data intensive scientific research, i.e., processing tasks that use hundreds of hours of CPU time and petabytes of data storage. Despite being object of current research, efforts are mainly based on MapReduce in order to have processing performed in clouds. This article describes the BioNimbus project, which aims to define an architecture and to create a framework for easy and flexible integration and support for distributed execution of bioinformatics tools in a cloud environment, not only tied to the MapReduce paradigm. As a result, we leverage cloud elasticity, fault tolerance and, at the same time, significantly improve the storage capacity and execution time of bioinformatics tasks, mainly of large scale genome sequencing projects.
INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing has emerged as a promising platform for large scale data intensive computation. Its ability to provide a flexible and on-demand computing infrastructure with large scalability enables the distribution of the processing among a large number of computing nodes, that considerably reduces the execution time due to task parallelization.
Certain types of scientific workflows need to produce and analyze an enormous amount of data, frequently with the addition of complex calculations. Bioinformatics area is a proeminent example of such domain. Improvements in the techniques of genome sequencing due to the new generation high-throughput sequencing machines (Illumina, 2010) produce a large volume of data, order gigabytes, that must be analyzed in a sequencing project (Benson et al., 2009 ).
Cloud computing is interesting to both academia and industry communities, mainly because it reduces costs associated to the management of hardware and software resources in an out-sourced and pay-per-use basis. A cloud environment can successfully provide resources for these bioinformatics requirements. In fact, some projects, such as Cloudburst (Schatz, 2009) and Crossbow (Langmead et al., 2009) , have taken advantage of cloud computing environments. However, these projects have only addressed parts of the bioinformatics workflow. A more generic and flexible approach is needed if non trivial workflows are to be applied to cloud environments.
In this context, this paper proposes a service oriented cloud architecture to be used for bioinformatics tasks, specially in workflows in the context of highthroughput genome sequencing projects. We believe that this environment can deal with the enormous amount of data produced by those projects. Besides, this work in progress has the objectives of improving usability and to use commodity hardware. Therefore, a large number of biologists and organizations, especially in developing countries, will be able to share their computational resources and to easily use cloudbased technology in their projects. This paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2 we briefly describe the characteristics of highthroughput genome sequencing projects. Section 3 shows how cloud computing has been applied in such projects. In Section 4 we propose a cloud-based architecture for bioinformatics workflows, stressing our contributions. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude and point the next steps.
HIGH-THROUGHPUT GENOME SEQUECING PROJECTS
Sequencing is the task of discovering the bases (adenine, cytosine, guanine and thymine) forming the DNA (chromosomes) of one or more organisms. Then, in a very general view, a genome sequencing project is developed by a team composed of biologists, in the molecular biology laboratories, and computer scientists, in computer laboratories, with the objective of reconstructing the DNA of the studied organism(s), since the automatic sequencing machines can not sequence large fragments of DNA. A bioinformatics workflow (pipeline) for large scale genome sequence project can be divided into two or three phases, depending on the objectives of a particular project: assembly, mapping, and annotation (Figure 1 ), where the output of each phase is the input of the next one. A workflow can be constructed with the phases: assembly and annotation, mapping and annotation or assembly, mapping and annotation.
A large number of short sequences of DNA are produced by the automatic sequencers and transformed into strings having letters in the alphabet Σ = {A,C, G, T }, corresponding to the four DNA bases. This is done in the biology laboratories. The following tasks are done in the bioinformatics laboratory. The assembly phase groups fragments of DNA sharing similar extremities, in order to reconstruct the original DNA sequence. Files conataining contigs (a group composed of two or more fragments represented by a sequence obtained by the consensus of its fragments), singlets (fragments that could not be grouped) and other auxiliary files are the output of this phase. The mapping phase identifies the localizations of the short sequences inside a reference genome, and possibly generates groups containing one or more sequences. The last step, annotation, aims to discover biological functions to the groups constructed in the previous phases, comparing its sequences with other sequences already stores in databases of proteins and non-coding RNAs, or try to identify unknown genes and non-coding RNAs, among other functions.
DNA sequecing has seen great improvements since the rise of new technologies developed by Illumina (Illumina, 2010) , Applied Biosystems (Biosystems, 2010 ) and 454 Life Sciences (Sciences, 2010) . This next-generation of high-throughput sequencing machines is capable of sequencing millions of short sequences of DNA called reads from the target genome in a single run. Each of these reads contain from 25 base-pairs up to hundreds of them.
The repetitive execution of a large volume of interdependent tools, besides management tasks of data flow, turn workflows excessively complex and time consuming. Management software of workflows has the following operational requirements:
• High throughput: the system should be able to handle large datasets, complex data analysis workflows and large numbers of jobs requiring long periods of processing time.
• Ease-of-use: well designed GUI that makes the workflow easy and intuitive to use by non-experts end-users.
• Flexibility: make it ease to include new and updated tools in the workflow, so that the system presents modularity and flexibility; • Modularity: it should be easy for the operator to track changes in biological databases and its affected parts of the workflow so that it can reexecute only the affected parts with minimal redundancy.
There are a number of workflow systems publicly available as Cyrille2 (Cyr, 2008) and Taverna (Hull et al., 2006) . Each workflow provides complementary sets of features, but to the best of our knowledge, none of them is designed for a cloud-based environment. Now we discuss two examples to show the amount of data that must be analysed in genome projects. (Filichkin et al., 2010) worked with approximately 271 million of 32 base-pairs reads sequenced using the Illumina technology. They mapped the reads of a small CLOSER 2011 -International Conference on Cloud Computing and Services Science genome (about 120M base-pairs) to the Arabidopsis thaliana genome, in order to identify alternative splicing. In order to find alternative splicing in the human genome, two groups of researchers (Sultan et al., 2008; Pan et al., 2008) mapped about 15 millions of reads to the whole human genome, which consists of approximately 3 Gb of information only in this mapping phase.
In summary, after the generation of enormous amounts of sequence data by the automatic sequencers, these short reads must be analysed using many different bioinformatics techniques that are extremely computer resources consuming, for example, comparison of genomes of closely related species, detection of genomic variations among human chromosomes, identification of differentialy expressed genes and finding new alternative splicing of genes.
CLOUD COMPUTING FOR BIOINFORMATICS
In this section we first present main characteristics of cloud computing and after we describe related works of clouds and bioinformatics.
Cloud Computing Technologies
A large cloud computing ecosystem consisting of technologies and service providers creates a complex environment that provides a plethora of choices for its users. Thus, proposing an architecture for the cloud computing environment that encompasses all possibilities without losing its generality has imposed a great deal of efforts to researchers. The first problem is the cloud definition itself. As one tries to establish its own definition of cloud, often just one or few aspects are focused, making it not complete for other cases. Gonzalez et al. (Gonzalez et al., 2009) try to address this situation, gathering different definitions, in hope that commonalities could be found. The conclusion is that there is not any definition yet, but it is possible to characterize the mininum requirements for a cloud environment: scalability, pay-per-use utility model and virtualization.
Usually, the cloud computing environment is presented as a stack, where every layer encompasses a type of service. There are three layers that are defined when a cloud stack: Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Softwareas-a-Service (SaaS) (Gonzalez et al., 2009; Lenk et al., 2009; Hayes, 2008) .
A known programming model for cloud computing is the Map-Reduce (Dean and Ghemawat, 2010) , developed by Google. Microsoft Dryad is a generalization of the Map-Reduce data flow framework. This model is ubiquitous and has been increasingly used in the academic community and industry through its most famous open source implementation, called Hadoop (White, 2009 ). In this model, processing is divided into two phases: map and reduce. During the map phase, key-value pairs are computed from the input files. Then, these data are shuffled, sorted and automatically grouped by the key. Finally, in the reduce phase, all values grouped by a key are processed together, producing an output. In spite of its popularity, Hadoop's Map-Reduce has a number of limiting factors as the following:
• Map-Reduce model is inflexible in that all the processing needs to be divided into two steps, e.g., a Map and a Reduce step. The consequences of this approach are two fold: when the processing is relatively simple, one of the steps (usually reduce) is unnecessary, but it still needs to be performed by the framework generating more overhead and increasing the total execution time. Secondly, complex processing may require more than one MapReduce job, and this further increases the complexity of the task.
• Hadoop Map-Reduce cannot leverage hardware heterogeneity and, therefore, make use of a limited set of task scheduling algorithms among computing nodes; • The Map-Reduce framework stores all its intermediate results on disk, increasing the total execution time; • The shuffle/sort step is always executed even when it is not necessary; • Map-Reduce is essentially a batch style model of computing, in spite of current work that aims to adapt it to interactive execution (Ekanayake et al., 2010) .
In spite of these limitations, Map-Reduce has a simple distributed programming model and leverages the use of commodity hardware so we hope to provide a cloud architecture that can be able to seamless integrate with Map-Reduce, but also fill the gap left by the Map-Reduce model of computation, that is, to allow more flexible and efficient models of distributed execution.
Bioinformatics Cloud Applications and Related Work
Applications like Cloudburst (Schatz, 2009 ) and Crossbow (Langmead et al., 2009) (Altintas et al., 2004) , a scientific workflow management system. The middleware Hydra (Ogasawara et al., 2009 ) has been used to achieve data parallelism in bioinformatics cloud applications coupled to provenance facilities (Coutinho et al., 2010) . Although these applications use the cloud computing power, they are aimed at solving specific bioinformatics problems, not trying to be a complete solution to the applicability of complex workflows in the cloud.
A CLOUD ARCHITECTURE FOR BIOINFORMATICS WORKFLOWS
Two of the examples cited in sub-section 3.2 are primarily based on Hadoop to solve their specific tasks, and this represents a trend in cloud based systems. Cloud computing is an alternative feasible for other problems in bioinformatics. In this section, we propose BioNimbus, a cloud architecture that allows the parallel execution of algorithms and efficient strategies for storage of genome datasets. Our architecture (Figure 2 ) occupies the PaaS layer of the cloud stack and the architecture itself is composed by controllers that allow the provisioning and execution of bioinformatics applications in a distributed and flexible way. Our design is centered on a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) where each bioinformatics application as BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990) or Interpro (Mulder et al., 2007) , for example, can be made available as a web service. In fact, bioinformatics workflows as Biomoby (Wilkinson and Links, 2002) already use SOAP based web services for remote execution of bioinformatics tools. But we opted for RESTful Web Services (Richardson and Ruby, 2007) because it eliminates much of the complexity of developing and maintaining distributed SOAP services and providing more flexible interfaces based on URL and HTTP verbs as GET, PUT, DELETE and POST. Each service will have a logical identifier that is mapped to one or more instances of services.
From top down, the first layer is the entry point to user access, and it provides both an interactive web frontend, as well as a, RESTful endpoint so that this layer allows the user to interact with the cloud services from both an interactive or programmatic interface. The second layer is the core of our architecture, and it is composed of a set of controllers, namely the Service Manager, Monitoring Manager, Job/Task Manager, and Resource Manager. It is important to note that we are designing the pluggable interfaces so that more managers can be added to the core engine. The roles of each manager are defined as follows:
• Service Controller: responsible for service registration, configuration, discovery, monitoring and invocation; • Job/Task Controller: responsible for instantiation of jobs and tasks on worker machines; • Provisioning Controller: responsible for the allocation of idle machines and load balancing among multiple instances of service, and increasing or decreasing the number of instances of a particular service, as it becomes more or less requested; • Monitoring Controller: responsible for collecting statistics about the health and status of machines in the cloud.
The next layer is the Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), that includes the local execution of tools, as well as, the Hadoop suite and virtualization environment where the software stack is executed.
The data generated by each instance will be persisted in a distributed storage as HDFS or Cassandra, which automatically replicates and balance data across machines. Each manager has a embedded HTTP server that allows the user to invoke actions by the means of a RESTful API. One of the challenges of this architecture is to enable service composition in a quick and intuitive way, allowing the creation of optimized work in a data flow processing in large scale. Finally, each Instance Worker actually executes and monitors the individual executions of data intensive tasks as running BLAST on a large dataset in each single host. As with Map-Reduce and Dryad, re-execution is used to cope with failures of individual nodes. We also hope to enable the auto-provisioning and composability of such tools in a intuitive manner. Our architecture is composed by a set of independent components that communicate through the network to provide and consume services. This poses two main challenges: firstly, we need to avoid single points of failure, so our architecture is based on Peerto-Peer(P2P) technology, particularly the use of an implementation of the Kademlia (Stoica et al., 2003) , so that services can discover one another and route messages in a totally decentralized way. Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) like Chord (Stoica et al., 2003) and Kademlia (Maymounkov and Mazieres, 2002) proved to be appropriate for the deployment of resilient cloud services, as evidenced by Amazon's Dynamo system (DeCandia et al., 2007) and Apache Cassandra (Lakshman and Malik, 2009) . Another reason to use a DHT is to enable the communication between data centers, a requirement of modern cloud computing environments. Our architecture should integrate seamless with Hadoop tools (HDFS, HBase, Zookeeper and Map-Reduce) as well as with other cloud-friendly storage systems like Apache Cassandra, for example.
The following scenario details a possible use of the proposed architecture as depicted in Figure 3: 1. The user logins on the web frontend; 2. The user performs a look up of the services to be executed (Bowtie and BLAST) in the Service Controller;
3. The user uploads a set of fasta files to the distributed file system; 4. The user dispatches the job where the first task runs Bowtie followed by the execution of BLAST on the resulting files to the Job/Task Controller;
5. The Job/Task Controller validates both the input format file and the service availability and additional parameters passed informed;
6. The Job/Task Controller contact the Provisioning Controller that allocates a set of idle machines according to load, CPU, and storage capacities, scheduling a machine for each input file;
7. Each file is submitted to a single machine where it is processed by Bowtie and the results are stored on a distributed file system; 8. As soon as each output file is produced by Bowtie, the BLAST is executed on the same machine so that it can take advantage of data locality;
9. The results of Bowtie and BLAST execution are stored on a distributed file system as well as log and statistics files; 10. The user is able to inspect and retrieve the data files produced by the execution of the two tools, Bowtie and BLAST;
The execution flow just illustrated enables to compose and execute cloud services that may or may not include map-reduce jobs in an interactive and intuitive manner. We believe that future cloud services should enable this to be used in a bioinformatics context.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we described our current work towards a distributed, resilient, cloud-based architecture to be used in bioinformatics workflows. In spite of its native integration with Hadoop's Map-Reduce, we are starting to explore other cloud based programming models and how they can be influenced by the unique requirements of large scale sequencing genome projects.
The ultimate goal of this project is to enable the management of bioinformatics tools in a cloud based environment, but its architecture is being conceived in such a way that different models in IaaS and PaaS could be integrated to it in a straightforward manner. We plan to investigate storage backends as Hadoop's HBase and Cassandra as better alternatives to store biological data in a consistent, replicated, and fault tolerant way in the cloud. Next, we plan to implement our BioNimbus cloud using a Peer-to-Peer plaform based on Kademlia, propose an efficient data storage for sequences produced by high-throughput automatic sequencer and for the results of the execution of Bowtie and BLAST. Besides, we plan to investigate how workflows of bioinformatics could be efficiently used in our cloud.
